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ABSTRACT
"By wire" technology merged into multiple vehicular subsystems, including gear changing, drive, and braking systems. The brake by wire system is developed to overcome the problems associated with the integration of mechanical and hydraulic systems in novel vehicular systems. Even though brake by wire systems have potential advantages, the conventional brake systems' tactile sensation will be removed if migrated to the electrical by wire control scheme. This paper proposes a novel control mechanism that provides amplification of force, scaling of position replication, and a virtual spring-damper based pedal retraction which provides bilateral brake force feedback to the driver's pedal similar to the hydraulic brake system. The proposed system performance was simulated and tested using a bilateral teleoperation system with disturbance observers (DOB) and reaction force observers (RFOB). The proposed system provides pedal force amplification and brake force feedback to the driver's pedal using RFOBs. The virtual spring retracts the brake pedal, similar to a mechanical pedal retraction system. The system simulation and experimental results provide evidence of the proposed system's force amplification, position scaling, and pedal reaction capabilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Land transportation is one of the significant transport methods that support human day to day life. Land transport systems mainly consist of automobile and rail transport systems. Proper acceleration, deceleration, and direction control provide for the safe operation of these systems. Vehicular systems are gradually transferring towards electrical subsystems due to financial and technical factors. The use of fossil fuels is discouraged due to financial and environmental factors. Technically, electrical systems are said to be reliable than mechanical systems [1]. Vehicular systems now integrate complex control systems with electrical actuators and sensor networks to improve vehicular performance and ride quality [2]-[4]. Improving the brake system is, therefore, an integral part of upgrading the total vehicle control system.

The brake system is considered to be an essential subsystem that prevents accidents. Therefore, braking system reliability and sensitivity are crucial for road safety [5]. Hydraulic and mechanical brake systems are the first brakes that were introduced to vehicles. In 1902 French manufacturer Louis Renault developed the first drum brakes to be used in modern vehicles [6]. Initially, brake systems used mechanical linkages to transfer the driver’s braking intention to the wheels. Due to limitations of mechanical linkages, hydraulic systems were later introduced to transfer the force between the pedal and the wheels. Disc brake systems are used in lightweight vehicles, and other safety systems such as anti-lock braking system (ABS) provide additional vehicle safety [7].
When braking the pedal is used to exert the intended brake forces to brake pads and the wheel. Human muscle power is used to press the brake pedal, and the force is amplified and transferred to the brake pads by hydraulic pressure distribution mechanisms with the aid of vacuum boosters [8]. The human muscle force is amplified in a conventional hydraulic braking system using the ratio of fluid valve and pressure [9]. In addition, the hydraulic system contains brake boost technologies [10]. The driver receives the feedback of the brake pad force from fluid pressure generated at the pads. After the brake application, the brake pedal retracts to its original position using a mechanical overhang spring, which is placed in between the vehicle body and the pedal.

The conventional hydraulic system suffers from drawbacks associated with the hydraulic force transfer systems [11]. If hydraulic lines are replaced with electrical systems, the reliability could be improved. Brake by wire technology overcame the limitations of the hydraulic system and improved the brake system [12]. The by wire brake systems started to emerge with the emergence of electrical drivers and actuators that support by Wire technology [13].

By wire systems reduce hydraulic and mechanical actuators' usage and linkages in automobiles, improving overall performance [14]. In brake by wire systems, electromechanical actuators actuate brake pads and brake pedal, and an electronic controller controls force transfer. The pedal, brake pad, and tire movements are measured using electronic encoders or resolvers [15]. Electronic controllers transfer and process the information that controls the braking system based on the driver's intention. Electro-mechanical brake (EMB) actuators are developed in [16] to work as conventional brake pads by providing brake friction force to the disc. They proposed the construction of mechanical design and provided brake actuators' performance, but pedal to brake control techniques are yet to be researched. EMBs are proposed to be used as the brake actuators to exert braking force through brake clamps. Information on forces in EMBs are analyzed in [17], expressing the necessary sensor requirements to assess forces and positions of the EMBs.

Additionally, they provide the associated problems with sensing and using the data. The EMB control and sensor availability have been further analyzed in [18], indicating that EMBs would incorporate position sensors, and force sensors. However, brake clamp force estimation may be susceptible to non-linearities [15]. Control methods published in the above literature do not provide bilateral feedback schemes that incorporate force feedback systems. Bilateral control techniques [19]-[22] are well published for different applications, but the usage for brake by wire systems is limited. A conventional bilateral controller is proposed for brake by wire system in [23]. However, they have not considered the stiffness change experienced when the brake pad is in contact. Electromechanical brakes exhibit multiple challenges if it to be transformed into a "By Wire" system. When brake clamps are in contact motion, force measurement and control are challenging due to noise and hysteresis [15], [24]. EMB caliper control techniques were reviewed that control brake calipers using different control techniques in [25]. EMB caliper control using current, speed, position-based PI control was proposed to drive brake motors by Baek et al. [26]. They propose a traditional PI control method to precisely control the braking forces of the calipers using interior permanent magnet synchronous motors. Even though Baek et al. [26] efficiently operate the brake motor, the force feedback to the driver is not considered.

Similarly, adaptive algorithms were used to improve the estimation error of temperature changes and friction wear [27], improving operation safety and motor efficiency. A double-loop cascade control was proposed to address the non-linearity between the piston positions of hydraulic pressure [28] of the electrohydraulic brake system. However, they only consider the operation of the electrohydraulic brakes without considering the EMBs. EMB brake systems do not get affected by hydraulic fluid effects due to the usage of electromechanical actuators. Furthermore, the observer-based friction force estimation for the brake system was proposed by Qian et al. [29]. The above controllers mainly focus on noise reduction, caliper force control, and non-linearity reduction of the control algorithm. However, even though the previous research improve the performance of caliper force control, they do not consider the pedal feel or pedal retraction experienced by the driver, which is essential for the driver to receive the feedback of the force application. Therefore, a novel brake by wire control system should develop with bilateral feedback technique using available, reliable sensors in EMBs. The system should also provide brake boost and pedal sensation to the driver as a driver's aid while using existing mechanical brake system operation knowledge.

This paper proposes a novel control methodology with force amplification, position scaling, and virtual spring-damper-based force feedback and pedal retraction. The proposed control technique is developed by observing the hydraulic brake system to produce a bilateral control that suits the needs of the EMB based brake by wire system. The brake pad controller uses a scaled force control loop, and the brake actuator controller uses a position control loop. The brake pedal and brake clamp motors are bilaterally connected with force feedback and the brake actuator's position feedback. The controller uses reaction force observer (RFOB) [30]-[32] based force measurement with current and position sensors to avoid the usage of force sensors in the brake motor, which is prone to noises generated by the brake clamps. Proposed force and position controllers use multiple adaptive regional scalars to generate the brake amplification, position
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scaling, and pedal retraction. The brake motor uses position control similar to the hydraulic brake system’s position replication that automatically compensates for the pedal wear. Pedal position is scaled to match the brake clamp’s maximum displacement.

Additionally, adaptive spring damper coefficients are used to prevent over-retraction of the pedal by increasing the virtual spring damping coefficients. The proposed system will provide force amplification, position scaling, virtual spring-damper-based force feedback, and pedal retraction. Separate force control and position control loops are used in the novel implementation that replaces the force-position replicated conventional bilateral control. The pedal movement can be quickly controlled using the human foot movement by removing the force replication in the brake side. Disturbance observer (DOB) [33], [34] was used to improve the position control loop’s reaction time under the braking loads. The proposed control technique is similar to a hydraulic brake system where the foot position controls the pedal position, and the axillary actuators support the forces required for the movement.

Additionally, the proposed system assumes brake motor angle and the brake clamp force [24], to provide a consistent brake output. The brake motor force and the brake force measurement show a highly nonlinear relationship, and the non-linearity is avoided by removing the pedal force replication in the brake clamp motor. From the brake motor side, RFOB based scaled force is used as brake feedback to the pedal. The modelled system was designed to be used with direct current (DC) linear or rotary motors. A linearized mathematical model of two DC motors is used for the proposed system’s modelling and simulation. The model can be applied for both linear DC or rotary DC motors by changing the motor parameter values. The vehicle brake pedal is retracted through a virtual spring. The pedal force feedback provides information to the driver about the pedal displacement and brake force. The system is simulated in MATLAB Simulink [35]. The experimental results were later gathered with a bilateral teleoperation experimental setup. The mathematical modelling of the proposed system is explained in section 2. The evaluation of the system through simulation and experiments are provided in section 3. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 4.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

Conventional hydraulic brakes use hydraulic fluid and assisting technologies to operate the pedal and pads bilaterally, as shown in Figure 1. The modelled brake by wire controller transfers the pedal force to the pads using electronic signals where the motor sensors observe the brake force and the position. The proposed method uses a mechanical brake system as a reference to create similar feedback in the drivers pedal. Scaled brake force is fed back to the brake pedal actuator to provide brake application feedback to the driver.

Figure 1. Mechanical and by wire brake systems
Additionally, a virtual spring and a damper in the pedal controller allow the brake pedal’s retraction. The brake motor runs in a position control loop, and the scaled pedal position is used as the brake motor reference. Similar to a conventional hydraulic system. Figure 2 (a) shows the simulated brake model with force and position directions, two DC motors used in the system simulation, and experiments. The caliper force depending on the brake movement is shown in Figure 2 (b).

\[ F_{\text{boost}} = K_{\text{boost}} F_{\text{pedal lever}} \]  
(1)

The pedal lever force depends on the driver's foot force and pedal lever ratio [32]. The pedal lever force can be calculated as in (2) where \( R_{\text{pedal lever}} \) is the pedal lever ratio, \( F_{\text{foot}} \) is the force applied by the driver's foot.

\[ F_{\text{pedal lever}} = R_{\text{pedal lever}} F_{\text{foot}} \]  
(2)

The force applied on the master cylinder in the hydraulic system can be derived as (3) where \( F_{\text{pedal master}} \) is master cylinder force generated by pedal side, \( F_{\text{spring}} \) is spring force applied on the pedal lever \( F_{\text{damp}} \) damping force applied on the pedal lever from friction.

\[ F_{\text{pedal master}} = F_{\text{boost}} + F_{\text{pedal lever}} + F_{\text{spring}} + F_{\text{damp}} \]  
(3)

The brake by wire model \( K_{\text{boost}} \) is approximated to \( K_{\text{boost}} + 1 \) to incorporate pedal lever and boost forces. The pedal spring and damper forces can be derived as in (4), (5) where \( X_{\text{pedal lever}} \) is approximate pedal lever moment \( K_{\text{spring}} \) is spring coefficient of the pedal, and \( C_{\text{damp}} \) is damping coefficient of the pedal.

\[ F_{\text{spring}} = K_{\text{spring}} X_{\text{pedal lever}} \]  
(4)

\[ F_{\text{damp}} = C_{\text{damp}} X_{\text{pedal lever}} \]  
(5)
The force applied on the brake clamp can be calculated as (6), where \( F_{brake\_clamp} \) is the force applied on Brake Clamp, \( A_{master} \) is the area of the master cylinder and \( A_{brake} \) brake cylinder. The ratio between the master cylinder and brake cylinder is considered to be \( A_{ratio} \).

\[
F_{brake\_clamp} = F_{master} \frac{A_{master}}{A_{brake}} \tag{6}
\]

This can be converted into a position relationship as in (7), assuming that the ideal liquid is used in the master cylinder.

\[
X_{brake\_clamp} = X_{master} \frac{A_{brake}}{A_{master}} \tag{7}
\]

In the brake by wire model, the force transfer mechanism is converted using the DC motors. The master cylinder and brake cylinder is converted into DC motors. We could derive Newton's equations for pedal and brake motors as (8), (9), \( F_{pedalmotor} \) is reaction force excreted by the pedal motor, \( F_{brake\_motor} \) is the force exerted on the brake motor by the pads, \( F_{brake} \) motor is the brake motor force, and \( F_{brake\_motor} \) is the brake force applied on the motor.

\[
F_{pedalmotor} + F_{pedal\_lever} = M_{pedal}X_{pedal\_lever}s^2 \tag{8}
\]

\[
F_{brakemotor} + F_{brake} = M_{brake}X_{brake}\_motor s^2 \tag{9}
\]

Using the pedal motor data and (7), the force on the brake motor can be calculated similarly to the mechanical system (10) where \( K_{pb} \), \( K_{ib} \), and \( K_{ib} \) are PID coefficients of brake motor position controller. The pedal motor position was taken for brake motor reference considering the noise filtration and approximations taken into the pedal RFOB. Using the position reference from encoders are more reliable and not prone to EMI as current sensors.

\[
F_{brakemotor} = (K_{pb} + K_{ib} + \frac{K_{ip}}{s})X_{pedal\_lever}\_ratio - X_{brake} \tag{10}
\]

The \( F_{pedal\_motor} \) can be calculated using (10) as (11).

\[
F_{pedalmotor} = \frac{F_{brake}}{K_{boost}\_ratio} + F_{spring} + F_{damp} \tag{11}
\]

The motor forces and positions are then applied to the motor using the current controller. The reaction forces of the brake motor are measured using RFOB, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The force can be calculated using (12), where \( I_a \) is the brake motor current and \( K_{fb} \) motor constant of the brake.

\[
F_{brakemotor} = I_a K_{fb} \tag{12}
\]

The brake motor position can be calculated using (13), where \( M_b \) is the brake motor weight, and \( X_b \) is the brake motor position.

\[
X_b = \frac{F_{brakemotor} - F_{brake}}{M_b s^2} \tag{13}
\]

The brake force can be calculated with RFOB using (14), where \( K_{fbn} \) is the nominal brake motor constant, \( M_n \) is the nominal brake motor weight, and \( G \) is the low pass filter constant used for noise reduction.

\[
F_{RFOB} = (M_n X_b s^2 + I_a K_{fb}) \left( \frac{1}{s+G} \right) - F_{fric} \tag{14}
\]

The pedal motor model can be calculated as above. The pedal motor variables are names that contain “p” such that Pedal Motor's constant variable is \( K_{fp} \). The saturation of master and slave motors was added to (8) and (9) as 50N and 100N, respectively. In the brake simulation model, the clamp contains linearized clamp force, brake pad acceleration force, and friction forces, as given in (15). The clamping force is considered zero in 0.1cm and linearly increases afterwards, as shown in Figure 2 (b).
\[ F_{\text{brake}} = F_{\text{clamp force}} + \beta s + M_{\text{pad}} s^2 \]  

(15)

The proposed controller can provide brake retraction capability, brake amplification, and brake feedback to the driver. The system consists of a master motor and a slave motor, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The regional position scaling constants are used in the system to allow quick brake motor movement until it reaches the brake pad, where RFOB detects reaction force from the brake clamps. Afterwards, the scalar adjusts itself to the regular value providing a smooth brake motor's position variation with the brake application as described in the model.

\[ \text{Figure 3. These figures are; (a) motor model with RFOB, (b) brake by wire controller} \]

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The system was simulated using a linear motors model and validated experimentally with a rotary motor system to show its ability to work with both rotary and linear motors as shown in Figure 4. The simulation was carried out in a MATLAB Simulink environment. The parameters of linear and rotary motor models are described in Table 1. The clamp forces of EMBs are used as brake model parameters. The brake system frequency response between the pedal force and the brake force is shown in Figure 5 (a). The simulation suggests the force amplification capability of the proposed controller up to 10Hz, which is on par with the pedal's human response capability. The system stability is further simulated using a pole-zero diagram, as shown in Figure 5 (b). The ten poles and zeros are present on the negative side and no poles on imaginary axis showing any oscillations of the system. The proposed control simulations for frequency and pole-zeros suggest the proposed controller's stability within the interested frequency range.

\[ \text{Figure 4. Experimental system} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. System parameters</th>
<th>Linear motor</th>
<th>Rotary motor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>model</td>
<td>model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum (</td>
<td>X_p</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_p )</td>
<td>0.5kg</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_b )</td>
<td>1kg</td>
<td>0.0091Nm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G )</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{fp} )</td>
<td>24N/A</td>
<td>0.135Nm/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{fb} )</td>
<td>47N/A</td>
<td>0.134Nm/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_e )</td>
<td>10N/m</td>
<td>0.05N/rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_e )</td>
<td>3.4N/m²</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{\text{ratio}} )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{\text{ratio}} )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{p} )</td>
<td>89.19</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{b} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{\text{sn}} )</td>
<td>38.66</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The proposed model is simulated in the time domain for step, ramp, and random forces. A simulation was carried out to observe the brake and pedal motors' force and position for a step pedal force, as shown in Figure 6 (a). The results indicate the force amplification from the pedal motor to the brake motor with a scaling of around a ratio of 5. In addition, the pedal motor and the brake actuator motor's position replication with the scaling factor of 2. Due to the system's natural movement and damping, the physical delay is caused by pedal and pad movement. The pedal motor movement is controlled in the step force application by the brake feedback effect and the spring effect, as discussed in the controller model. The brake actuators follow the scaled step force application without any oscillations or vibrations in the system even under the pedal spring damper feedback. The proposed controller response is shown in Figure 6 (b) for increasing brake application. The ramp force amplification also suggests the brake controller capability of force amplification. In addition, the motor shows no vibrations under brake motor saturation and provide a feedback and retraction force to the driver. The proposed brake by wire model is then tested using a random force application with sudden force variations shown in Figure 6 (c). The proposed system amplifies the random pedal forces and provides the brake feedback with a spring effect to the pedal. In addition, the virtual spring allows automatic pedal retraction under the removal of the pedal force. Furthermore, the results show that the motor follows the scaled brake motor position correctly under brake application and brake retraction.

The results of Simulink tests show the amplification of pedal intention, position scaling, and virtual spring-based force feedback of the proposed controller. The system applicability was then tested using a bilateral teleoperation system. The bilateral controller consists of two DC rotary motors. The two motors act as the brake motor and the pedal motor. The regional scalers allow quick movement of brake pads before the initial brake application as it reduces the reactive force on the human foot under the non-contact moment. This technique compensates for the wear that could occur in the brake clamps. The nonlinear coefficient provides faster brake operation under non-contact clamp movement, and the pedal to brake motor scaling coefficient changes with respect to the brake force application. The experimental controller is also tested for a step force and multiple brake applications and retractions. The step force and position responses are shown in Figure 7 (a). Results provide a setting time of less than 100ms. The result is acceptable for the bilateral operation and could be tuned depending on the requirement. In addition, the brake motor amplifies the pedal force by three times, as shown in Figure 7 (a).

The experimental results show the position scaling according to the brake motor position. The driver feels the brake forces by the effects of virtual spring and damper and the force feedback where the damper reduces the oscillations caused by the virtual spring. The experimental results were gathered by applying and retracting the pedal three times, as shown in Figure 7 (b). The experimental results show that the brake pedal follows the brake caliper position. In addition, it shows the brake force amplification of the system under brake application. Finally, the brake retraction shows that virtual spring and damper effectively provide the brake feedback to the pedal motor and correctly retract the motor under pedal retraction. Therefore, the simulation and experimental results solidify the brake force amplification, position scaling, and force feedback capabilities of the proposed brake by wire system.
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4. CONCLUSION

The proposed system was simulated and tested in the experimental setup to observe the proposed controller performance and applicability. The novel controller's test results contain evidence of brake force amplification, pedal position scaling, and virtual spring-damper-based pedal retraction and force feedback capabilities of the proposed system. Simulation and experimental results provide evidence of the stability and performance required for a brake by wire system. Additionally, the proposed controller can be easily applied to conventional EMBs by adjusting the brake system's scaling coefficients allowing freedom in actuator selection. The DOB/RFOB based internal force measurement techniques only require motor current sensors and position sensors for real-world application, reducing EMI and noise effects. The above sensors are already available in current EMBs, allowing easy applicability for the proposed controller in current EMB systems.
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